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Climate Change Refugees: “What’s in a Name?”
It is generally agreed that “climate refugees” are people who are forced to move
internally within their own country’s borders, or leave their homeland completely, due to
climatic influences on their quality of life. What is not agreed is their right to claim officially
recognized refugee status. This has led to a plethora of nomenclature coming out of the United
Nations, Non-governmental organizations (NGOs), academia and the media to categorize the
growing number of people facing the realities of climatically-induced changes to their homelands
that make them largely or completely uninhabitable. “Involuntary migrants,” “eco-migrants,”
and “environmentally-displaced persons” are some of the more recent labels attached to their
plight. The one name that this paper proposes as the most important to consider is “stateless
persons,” as climate refugees have none of the rights given to other refugees under international
law by the 1951 U.N Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees. However, for pragmatic
purposes this paper will follow the lead of The Greens/EFA in the European Parliament and use
the term “climate refugee” when referring to “those displaced individuals or groups of people
impacted by and/or fleeing a slow onset change in their environment or a disaster, which are
directly triggered, partly caused, or at least exacerbated by climate change.”1
In 2009, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees, Antonio Guterres, made
the prediction that climate change would become the biggest driver of population displacements,
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both inside and across national borders, within the not too distant future 2 Since that time, an
annual average of approximately 26 million people have been forcibly displaced by climate or
weather-related events, although the numbers are far from agreed upon for a variety of reasons.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) contends that “the number of people
who may become environmental migrants are at best guesswork, since reasons for migration are
often multiple and complex and do not relate straightforwardly to climate variability and
change.3” IPCC also asserts that “there are few reliable censuses or surveys in many key parts of
the world on which to base such estimates (e.g. Sub-Saharan Africa), and that there is a lack of
agreement on what an environmental migrant is anyway.”4
While the authorities argue numbers and semantics, more and more people are being
faced with the harsh realities of climate-related changes impacting their lives. The fact remains
that when confronted by slow-onset or sudden catastrophic weather-related events that impact
their safety and livelihood, people are going to move, either by choice or force. How much
longer will the existing international and regional refugee law instruments ignore the rights of
those who, whatever label is applied to their plight, are as needy of assistance and protection as
those seeking refuge from the legally-recognized reasons of political, racial or nationality related
persecution?
Environmental migration is not a new phenomenon, and there are many well-established
instances of environmental factors driving human migration and displacement in the past. Two
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examples are “the 1930’s dust bowl in North America, which was caused by exploitative
agriculture systems; and the drying out of Lake Aral in Central Asia, which was caused mainly
due to water diversion for large-scale irrigation schemes in the Soviet Union.”5 What is new is
the rate at which the Earth’s climate is changing, which has far exceeded most scientific
forecasts. IPCC warns, “Warming of the climate system is unequivocal, and since the 1950s,
many of the observed changes are unprecedented over decades to millennia.”6
The consequences of climate change are now being recognized as a new driver for
migration and flight. The Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) cites “rising sea levels and
increased flooding, disruptions to food supplies, increased pressures on available groundwater,
more frequent and intense heat waves, more severe droughts and an increase in extreme weather
events”7 as some of the consequences of climate change which are making many parts of the
world increasingly uninhabitable. The numbers of people affected are growing annually. In their
World Disasters Report of 2001, the International Federation of the Red Cross/Red Cross
Societies state that over the past decade and a half, more people were displaced by weather–andclimate-related disasters than those refugees fleeing war or persecution due to conflict.8 No one
is claiming which driver of forced migration is worse for the victims – war and conflict or
climate change – but only those suffering due to war and conflict have any legal rights as
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refugees. Regardless of the driver of forced migration, not much has changed in the more than
ten years since that report. In 2014, the Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF) published
“Falling Through the Cracks” to highlight the continuing “lack of adequate legal and policy
frameworks governing climate-induced displacement at the international level.”9 Clearly, the
need for an international, comprehensive, and humanitarian response to their plight is no less
than that of other, legally-recognized refugees, and should not be predicated on what name they
go by.
Climate-related migration, whether forced or chosen, is most certainly a wide-ranging
phenomenon that does challenge existing definitions of what constitutes refugee status. More
than sixty years after the United Nations 1951 Refugee Convention was adopted, the legal
definition of a refugee still stands as a person who, “owing to a well-founded fear of persecution
on the basis of race, religion, nationality or membership of a particular social or political group”
has fled their homeland.10 This definition therefore only covers situations in which governments
are actually shown to be instruments of targeted persecution and ignores the well-founded fears
of those facing life-altering and threatening environmental issues such as water scarcity and
drought, extreme weather events, and sea level rise, denying them any protection under
international law. The Climate Institute has looked at the UN criteria for defining a refugee and
concludes that “consistent though it may be with the letter of the Convention, this reading is
clearly inconsistent with its spirit. Just like those fleeing political or other forms of persecution,
climate refugees are fleeing harms from which their government cannot or will not protect them
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and that they cannot avoid in any other way than by leaving.”11 In fact, it leaves the victims of
climate change who do need to migrate across borders “stateless.”
According to the United Nations High Commission on Refugees (UNHCR), a stateless
person is one who “is not considered a national by any state under the operation of its law.”12
Obviously, that leaves climate refugees on their own. Some arguments against altering the 1951
Convention definition of “refugee” focus on the fact that most climate-related forced migration is
internal, where states have clearly defined responsibilities to respond, precluding the need for an
international response. However, it is not that simple. UNHCR admits, “Stateless people often
reside in areas which are highly vulnerable to the effects of climate change and have few options
available to them to mitigate the impact.”13 The governments of such states are often either
unable or unwilling to protect their citizens from the effects of climate change, either proactively
or in a catastrophic situation. The people displaced from their homes in these situations often
live in appalling conditions after migrating and have no recourse but to plead for international
protection and assistance. However, there are “no frameworks, no conventions, no protocols and
no specific guidelines that can provide protection and assistance”14 for these “stateless” people.
Why will the world not deal with the reality of climate refugees and their need for legal
status within international governance? With nearly 70 million legally-recognized refugees on
the move, the international attitude towards creating a new subset based on climate change is not
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generally one of acceptance. Given the huge scope of assistance and resources already needed
for the legally-defined refugee pool and the increase in xenophobia manifesting worldwide in
response, this reluctance is somewhat understandable. There is a cost, both politically and
economically, to taking the moral high-ground. Germany stands out as one nation that did so,
taking in 1.1 million refugees in 2015. As a result, it is now facing a severe housing shortage,
according to The Institute of the German Economy, which forecasts that “an additional 430,000
homes are now needed to accommodate the dramatic influx of migrants.”15 Politically,
Chancellor Angela Merkel has faced backlash for her decision to open the country to people
fleeing conflict and persecution, and the issue is “expected to be central to the federal elections
in September 2017.”16 Unfortunately, in today’s political climate most countries are looking to
limit the number of refugees they are taking in. Until that changes to follow Germany’s example,
it seems climate refugees stand little chance of clearly-defined legal protections from within the
existing system, a system that is being acknowledged as “increasingly out of touch with reality.
In particular, the 1951 Convention makes no reference to the environment.”17
This is not to imply that the United Nations, individual governments and a plethora of
NGOs, universities and climate-change organizations are not engaged in deep discussions over
the issue. Those that are against broadening the scope of the 1951 Refugee Convention are not
closing the door on adopting new ways of defining the status of climate refugees. Some are
“pushing for a companion to the 1951 Refugee Convention that would give special status to
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those forced across borders due to natural disasters. Others, like the Nansen Initiative—launched
by the governments of Norway and Switzerland in 2012—want to sidestep altogether the
cumbersome U.N. process.18 This could be construed as simply more talk and no action, but
“what’s new is who is in the room: the U.N. and other international agencies, regional
organizations, activists, academics and members of the public and private sectors.”19 What is
new is also what is hopeful, if “their findings could allow countries independently to adopt a set
of guiding principles for helping those displaced by natural disasters.”20
One example of the United Nations’ moving in the right direction was presented at the
30th Annual Camden Conference, held in Camden, Maine, in February 2017. One of the
panelists, Karen Koning Abuzayd, Special Advisor to the UN Secretary-General for the 2016
Summit on Addressing Large Movements of Refugees and Migrants, gave a short synopsis of the
resulting New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants, which was signed by all 193
members of the United Nations. Though a non-binding resolution, it offers hope to climate
refugees in that “the adverse effects of climate change, natural disasters (some of which may be
linked to climate change), or other environmental factors”21 are included in its list of reasons
why people are forced to move from their home as refugees. Perhaps just a crumb from the table
of the semantics discussions around legally recognizing climate refugees, it does clearly
acknowledge that people are seeking refuge from the negative effects of a changing climate on
their lives.
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Though it is not a role they willingly embrace, the island nation of the Maldives has
emerged as the poster-child nation for the drastic effects of rising sea-levels caused by climate
change. As Maldivian President Nasheed commented in 2009 at the Copenhagen Climate
Summit, allowing for “a two degree rise in temperature, you are actually agreeing to
kill us.”22 Unfortunately, that summit led to little change. Eight years later at the Paris Climate
Summit, the Maldives - as part of the Alliance of Small Island States which represents about 40
island countries, many of them low-lying states in the Pacific and Indian oceans – had a victory
with “a summit agreement to limit average global temperature increases to 1 1/2 C above preindustrial levels.”23 Perhaps their nations will not disappear under the waves after all. However,
signing a piece of paper is one thing; implementing it with the urgency required is another. With
the 2016 post-election change in leadership in the United States giving power to climate change
deniers, the possibility of the sometimes alarmist but genuinely dire predictions of a future that
includes millions more climate refugees is all too possible.
With all the focus on terminology in an effort to define who is and who is not a climate
refugee, and what does and does not determine that classification, there are two huge issues that
must be pushed to the forefront of any such discussions. One is the politics that continue to deny
the science behind the facts of human-induced climate change. The other is the reality that the
poorest countries in the world are both the least responsible for and the most likely to be hardest
hit by climate change. These ethical implications not only need to be part of the discussion
around the legal status of the climate-displaced, but should also largely inform the discussions
about what can be done to help them and who should be bearing the brunt of that cost. One
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climate change scientific fact is indisputable: the richest nations have contributed the most
carbon emissions into the environment. It seems obvious that the worst offenders, China, the
United States, Russia, India, Japan and the EU, have a duty to take responsibility for their part in
creating the destabilizing world-wide effects of global warming and assume the lead in righting
this wrong. How long will politics and economics continue to be the driving factors in addressing
the pressing issue of climate change and the refugees it creates? Sadly, it might be the very term
“refugee” that holds a more humanitarian response to climate change hostage. Since the
altruistic motivation and impetus that fueled the post World War II 1951 United Nations
Convention, the current political climate has led to “a decline in the engagement with the
refugee. Too often, hostility has replaced hospitality, detention has replaced assistance. The
refugee is seen as a burden rather than an individual who is at risk and seeking sanctuary.”24
Climate refugees do occupy a unique and unjust position in the hierarchy of forced migration.
Their decision to leave home is driven by either slow or sudden climate change that threatens
their lives due to factors they have neither caused nor can control. The fact remains that in order
to receive the help they need, these individuals need to be legally recognized by international law
as people with their human rights at grave risk through no fault of their own.
It seems there is only one point of agreement amongst the international governments,
NGOs, migration scholars, climate scientists and the humanitarian and environmental
organizations that make up the international framework for dealing with the climate refugee
crisis. They do seem to agree that climate migration, like all migration, is multi-causal and that
“climate-change-induced migration should not be analyzed in isolation from other forms of
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movement.”25 While the studies and research continue in this vein, climate refugees continue to
remain in limbo in terms of international legal protections. The most hopeful declaration has
come out of the Greens Party of the European Union. They call for a “human-rights
umbrella…that links climate change, environment, development, migration, disaster risk
reduction, conflict prevention and peace-building…to improve climate-change policy…”26 They
also recognize that “appropriate definitions, rules, institutions and funding must be determined in
one way or another, and time is running out”27 - a refreshing acknowledgement of the urgency
attendant on the need for international and legal recognition of the rights of climate refugees.
In the past, the United States has often been looked to as the “leader of the free world”
and has been in the vanguard when world events have required an international response. World
War I and II, the Marshall Plan, the founding of NATO during the Cold War, the push for the
United Nations, the World Bank, and the World Health Organization were all heavily influenced
by the United States’ participation - from fighting to founding to funding. Remarkably, ever
since the Cold War, both Republican and Democratic presidents have articulated “the United
States’ clear commitment to leading the global fight for democracy and human rights.28” It does
not bode well for the world’s refugee population that the current president of the United States
instead talks of building walls and instituting bans on immigrants, or that he and many of his
Cabinet-appointees are voicing opinions and working on policy changes that ignore peerreviewed international scientific consensus on climate change. The question remains what can
and will the people of the United States do to restore some luster to the increasingly tarnished
25
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badge of honor, “leader of the free world” and what it connotes? A surge in citizen protests and
activism against the Trump agenda on many fronts is a small but hopeful sign that climate
refugees may perhaps be able to look to the United States to take a leadership role in addressing
this multi-faceted international crisis. Such leadership would need to make a robust new
commitment to the Paris Climate accords. Concomitant with that, the United States might regain
some of the respect of the international community by pushing for an urgent recognition of the
legitimacy of the status of people who are climate refugees and open America’s doors to many
more of the people already in need of refuge from the effects of global warming as well as
conflict.
However, the last word for this paper’s purposes comes from the Migration Policy
Institute, which gives climate refugees a name anyone can recognize as in need of assistance –
victims. Its aptly named report, Protection in Crisis – Forced Migration and Protection in a
Global Era asserts “whatever their situation and legal status, and irrespective of existing
definitions and their limitations, all these groups are victims of climate change and its effects and
impacts, and need various people assistance and protection policies that offer the same level of
rights and opportunities for those displaced or forced to migrate, regardless of their location and
based on need rather than status.”29 To paraphrase Shakespeare, that which we call a refugee, is a
refugee by any other name.
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